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Welfare Committee Member
Margaret Campion is the Welfare Committee Member. If you
know of anyone sick or someone who has been absent for a
while and unwell, or if you think a card from the Committee would
be welcome, then let Margaret know and she will send a suitable
message. Margaret Campion’s contact details can be found on
page 2.
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Note from the Editor
I wish to thank all of you who sent in news, reports, photographs
and information about forthcoming group events for this
Newsletter.
The Newsletter is published 4 times a year, in January, April, July
and October. The deadline for the July 2012 publication is Friday
15th June. Contact details for the Newsletter are:
Email:

lindseyu3a@gmail.com

Thanks also to the Editorial Team: Sub-Editor: Dawn Bowskill,
Member: Anne Driver.

Peter Abela,
Editor
Door Rota
Apr
May
Jun
Jul

Marion Cave and Michael Cave
Rita Dobbs and Monica Heywood Kenny
John Lee and Barbara Lee
Effie Mansfield and Iris Wilson

Tea and Coffee Rota
Apr
May
Jun
Jul

Cathy Platt, David Lee, Jean Lee, Liz Irons and Ben Irons
Dawn Bowskill, Mavis Sharp + 2
Pat Gulliver, Sylvia Beardmore, Joyce Good and John Good
Mike Moody, Katherine Moody, Bob Wise +1
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Chairman’s Annual Report – March 2012
This report covers the activities of Lindsey
U3A for the last year. It has been a
successful year in many respects. Our
membership has increased to almost 300
and, as a result, the attendance at our
monthly meetings has also been higher.
We have also started a number of new
groups.
Peter Abela
Chairman

I want to begin with the work of your
Committee. In the year 2010-11 we carried out our first
members’ survey to determine what members wanted from their
U3A. As a result of that survey, two new groups were started:
the “Family History Group,” organised by Elizabeth Walker and
“Bird Watching” organised by Robin Gulliver. The survey also
showed that there was a demand for a Craft Group and as the
Art Group was experiencing declining numbers, an “Art and Craft
Group” was created, thanks to Norman Clark and Rita Dobbs.
You will recall that in the December Meeting this new Group sold
some of their products for charity, raising £36 for the Lincolnshire
and Nottinghamshire Air Ambulance.
Also as a result of the survey, we are organising a Lindsey U3A
holiday, in June this year, to the Floriade and the Royal Gardens
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of Holland. Thanks to Pam Huggett, Elizabeth Walker and Jo
Smith, who have carried out all the administration.
All our U3A activities are reported in the quarterly Newsletter,
which I produce with the help of Dawn Bowskill and Anne Driver.
For the first time this year, in addition to the usual printed copy
you collect at the monthly meetings, Alan Turner, our
membership secretary, has been emailing a copy of the
newsletter to those of you who provided us with email addresses.
Some of you will have noticed in the Newsletter that this year we
have appointed a Committee member to act as Welfare Officer
for Lindsey U3A. We are grateful to Margaret Campion for
carrying out this role.
Over the last year, U3A finances have been expertly managed by
your Treasurer Mike Kirkby, assisted by Christa Brimley. As you
are aware, this year, instead of the membership fee being raised
with inflation, we were actually able to reduce the fee from £14 to
£12.
Also over the last year, we have been fortunate in having a
varied programme of speakers at monthly meetings ranging from
Fabergé Eggs to Lincolnshire Trees. Finding speakers is not an
easy task, so thanks to Jim Smith for arranging speakers and it
appears he has already organised an interesting and varied
list of speakers for the rest of this year.
Turning now to Group activities, it would be impossible to list
all the activities of our 23 Groups. However, to give you a
flavour of what our members have been doing over the year:
Pauline Haley organises the Gardening Group and apart from
their monthly talks, they had visits to Harlow Carr Gardens in
Harrogate and to Burghley House in Stamford. The Theatre
Group, organised by Jo Smith and Shirley Droy, arranged a
number of theatre visits, which included Noel Coward’s
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“Blythe Spirit” at Milton Keynes and the Northern Ballet at
Nottingham. The Visits Group convenor is Alan Campion and
this Group visited a wide variety of places, including a Fish
Farm, a Power Station, Lincoln University, Rolls Royce and a
Falconry Park. So, I want to extend a very big “thank you” to
all Group Convenors for their hard work during this last year.
Finally, it is important to remember that U3A activities are
dependent on the “unsung heroes”, in other words, those
people who carry out considerable work “behind the scenes” –
such as those who organise the Hall and volunteers who set
up audio-visual equipment and those who collect the chairs
after each meeting and last, but definitely not least, Pam
Huggett, who organises tea and coffee and those who actually
make the teas and coffees at each meeting.
And so to conclude: we are all aware, that sadly, as we look
around here today, some of the people with whom we have
enjoyed U3A activities are no longer with us. So, as we did
last year, I would ask you to remain seated and observe a one
minute’s silence in memory of absent friends.
That concludes my annual report.

Peter Abela
Chairman

A Reminder for All Group Convenors
It would be appreciated if Group Convenors were to write a
brief résumé of group activities and visits from time to time,
at least annually, for inclusion in the Newsletter.

These résumés would be of interest to all, and would be of
considerable help to new members when making a choice of
which Group to join.

Editor
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General Monthly Meetings
Thu 5 Apr at 10.30
“What happened to the Faberge Eggs?” by Gerry Burrows.
Thanks: Elizabeth Walker
Thu 10 May at 10.30
“The Lincoln Mystery Plays” by the Mystery Play Company.
Thanks: David Lee

Thu 7 Jun at 10.30
“The Archives of the Lincolnshire Co-operative Society” by Dr
Andrew Jackson. Thanks: Richard Carter
Thu 5 July at 10.30
“Cosmology” by Keith Allen. Thanks: Jo Smith

Further Archaeological Finds In Lincolnshire
(February General Meeting)
On the 2nd of February the
speaker
was
Adam
Daubney, the Finds Officer
for Lincolnshire County
Council. Adam was a very
personable speaker who
gave us an exhilarating
report on what he is
required to do and some of
the other aspects of the
many archaeological finds
that are retrieved from the
ground in Lincolnshire by

Adam Daubney holding a
medieval lead cross
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the, approximately, 200 members of the 6 major clubs for the
Metal Detectorists in Lincolnshire.
The figures provided by Adam were very nearly unbelievable, as
Lincolnshire has had recorded some 28,000 finds from known
ancient sites, and in general there are 1½ new sites being
recorded on a monthly basis. The critical essence of any single
find is that its location is accurately recorded by means of a GPS
scanner. Much the same as we that have them, Sat-Nav
instruments, which can pin point to within about 3 inches where
the find has been located. Certain criteria have to be conformed
to with regard to metal detecting. The owner of the land must
give permission for a search. Very rarely is it refused as the
owner can be entitled to 50% of the value of a find, which in
some cases will not be sneezed at. Identifying all finds is very
exacting and skilful, and indeed very scientific. Once the
researcher has fought his or her way through the layers of soil
and oxidisation, the nature of the metal has to be determined.
Depending on the quantity of found items, it is declared as being
a hoard, or treasure if more than three hundred years of
determinable age. Treasure should include more than 10% of
precious metal or stones, or in the case of coins, if two or more
gold coins are discovered. This amount is varied depending on
whether they are gold, silver, bronze or lesser value coinage. All
hoards and treasures are to be declared to the Lincolnshire
County Council and the Coroner for critical appraisal as to the
disposal of such finds. So it can be quite a lengthy procedure to
have a valuation and disposal agreed upon.
Lincolnshire has, in their data records, some 30,512 small or
large finds. Individual items or hoards, it matters not, and we
stand very highly in the pie charts for sheer numbers of finds
nationally. Coins are very prevalent and give indications of
habitats for commercial localities long since gone. Amulets and
trinkets tend to be quite random, that is the original owner had
lost them somehow, or they were part of a ritual burial. Or larger
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amounts in caches tend to indicate volatile political and feudal
periods of strife in the country. The coins give indications of who
was in power at the time, both at home and abroad, and it was
disclosed by Adam that some of the larger monuments or
figurines had their own stories to tell with regard to ‘friends’,
favourites’ or other serious forms of recognition, such as the
statues of Antonius that were created by Hadrian in the close
vicinity of Hadrian’s wall. Vulcan rings are a peculiarity in the
Lincolnshire, and Trent Valley regions. Those of us that were
around were very familiar with the huge manta-ray shapes of the
Royal Air Forces Vulcans, during the 1960’s to the 1980’s. But
the rings were something else—produced in small numbers to
commemorate a deity, Vulcan or Volcan.
Adam was asked, during question time about the cost of metal
detectors and where they can be obtained, and he gave very
forthright answers. At the end of the talk I had visions of a
busload of U3A members each armed with their brand new
detectors purchased from Argos, making their way up to
Hadrian’s Wall, and enjoying a day out being a detectorist. The
only indication that they had visited the Wall would be two small
scripts, one being “Lindsey U3A woz ‘ere” and “Hadrian was a
poof......True.”
This was a very remarkable talk by a very knowledgeable young
man, possibly the youngest in the room, firing us all with some
sort of enthusiasm for all those so far unfound antiquities and
treasures that are just waiting to be discovered - a huge thankyou to our ‘Speaker Seeker.’ Adam was thanked by all of the
members in the usual manner.

John Smallwood.
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John Cooke and sons
(March General Meeting)
Following the AGM at our March
meeting we welcomed, as speaker,
one of our own members, Hugh
Cooke. Hugh provided a fascinating
account, not only of the firm founded
by his great-grandfather, John Cooke,
but also of the industrial awakening of
Lincoln, in which it played no small part.
As a young man John Cooke had been apprenticed as a
wheelwright and used these skills and a head for business, to
found and expand a firm manufacturing agricultural implements,
carts and wagons.
Pictorial evidence was provided of the advertising used in
catalogues to extol the virtues of his ploughs. This contained
observations to the effect that he, John Cooke, knew more about
ploughs than any man in England (or was it the world?). In any
event there was a clarity and air of confidence about these
statements that did not leave you wondering, like much modern
advertising does, as to what it was all about. That these were no
idle boasts was demonstrated by the successes achieved at
agricultural shows and ploughing competitions.
Competing well with other big industrial names in Lincoln and
elsewhere through the Victorian era and later, the firm perhaps
did not move with the times as much as was necessary and
eventually ceased trading in 1938. One can only speculate what
effect the coming war would have had on the fortunes of the firm.
Thank you, Hugh, for this historic family insight.

Robin Gulliver
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Architecture Group Programme
Visit
In February the architecture group enjoyed a
visit to the Central Methodist Church High
Street Lincoln. This is a grade 1 listed
building in the Art Nouveau Baroque style.
See the photo on page 32
Architecture

Programme
Thursday 19 April 10.30am
Newark Assembly Rooms. Meet just before 10.30am inside the
Newark Town Hall on the Market Place. Guided Tour. There is a
charge of £2.50 per person which includes tea and biscuits.
Details from Jill Phillips
Thursday 17 May at 10am
Visit to Mrs. Smith’s Cottage at Navenby followed by a look round
St. Peter’s Church. £2 per person for Cottage plus a donation of
£1 for the Church. Meet at the Cottage at 10am, then coffee at
the Village Tea Shop and then 11.30am at the Church.
Organised by Jill Phillips.
Thursday 21 June.
Combined visit to Beverley and Burton Agnes House. Booking
forms from Alan or Margaret Campion. Now full – and with a
waiting list.
Thursday 19 July 10am
Visit to Grimsby and Cleethorpes.
nearer the time.
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Jo Smith will give details

Art Appreciation - December Meeting
The members of this group meet at The Bee
Field for a desk top presentation of paintings by
Toulouse - Lautrec.
Art Appreciation

Although belonging to a highly conservative
family Lautrec had a refreshing love of
everything modern. His work emphasises how much life meant
to him and underlines his enthusiasm for the singers and dancers
then in vogue, for the bicycle races that became the rage and for
a new medium like the poster.
As we discussed the individual paintings from the early
Artilleryman saddling his horse, which was painted at the age of
fifteen; and the Labourer at Celeyron, to later works when he
moved on to scenes in the Moulin Rouge, there were
suggestions that his paintings may have been influenced by
other artists for the period such as Millet and Renoir.
Each of the pictures in this presentation enabled members to
discuss aspects of the painting that "struck" them, such as
perspective, physicality, feelings portrayed in the characters
painted.
All in all we had a lively meeting with much participation and
everyone feeling we had learnt something.

Allen Ball
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Art Appreciation programme
Wednesday 11 April at 2pm - Please Note Change of Day!!!
The Bee Field. Prue Chadderton will give a presentation on
“Miss Carter Wore Pink”.
Monday 14 May 2pm
To be Aranged.
Monday 11 June
Visit to Beverley and Burton Agnes Hall. Combined visit with
Architecture Group. This Trip is now full and a waiting list is in
operation

Art and Craft

Art and Craft

The sale of small knitted dolls at the December
meeting brought in £36.00 for the Lincolnshire and
Nottinghamshire Air Ambulance charity. The money
and remaining dolls were handed over to the Trust
on 8th December 2011.

Sheila Fry

Aspects of History

Aspects of History

How do you describe a group in which the
convenor does all the presenting? It’s been
a concern of mine for a couple of years.
We have met almost every 2 nd Thursday of
the month in the Methodist Chapel Hall. To
those who don’t know the hall, it is Victorian
in appearance, with a modern kitchen unit
so that tea/coffee can be prepared. The
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two large heaters are surprisingly efficient, and nobody
complains of draughts! My audience varies from about 7 to
about 27, depending on the weather, my subject, and the
attractions of various other U3A activities!
My subjects are bizarrely varied. I will deliver the American
President Theodore Roosevelt, followed by King Stephen, then
how the railways began, followed by Georgiana, Duchess of
Devonshire. Regular attenders are constantly surprised at the
richness of detail and human interest in each one. That’s really
my secret – human interest. I’m not there to teach dates or make
up for wasted years in secondary school, I’m showing everybody
why I think history is really interesting, and of course with
television showing so much now I can fill in many gaps. Yes I
can improve on the box!
The recent programmes on King George V and Queen Mary
showed fascinating films and were of good quality, but the
commentaries needed so much time that little bits of my
speciality were missed out. King George kept a diary during his
naval service and pressed his trousers in a special way, he
mourned the death of a sailor and was called The Sailor King, all
missed by the TV. Queen Mary had a tragedy with her youngest
son Prince John and she kept a Royal Box at RAF Yatesbury so
that she could watch the D’Oyly Carte Opera players, again the
TV just couldn’t fit that in. Come to my sessions for the real gen!
I ask for £2 to cover expenses but we do so well that we have
frequent free meetings and at the end of each session there is
usually a period of discussion which is very enjoyable. I’m not
hard up for group members, but I think that new U3A members
might like to know about a different group.

Bob Wise
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Book Group 3 – First Meeting
A group of members met on
Tuesday 6 March to discuss
setting up a third reading group.

Book Group 3

We all felt that it would be a good
idea to set up a third Book Group
and spent some time discussing
how best to organise it. After
some discussion the following
points were agreed:

We would meet in different members’ houses on Tuesday
afternoons at approximately 6 week intervals to discuss a book
that we had previously chosen and read.
 One person would introduce and lead the discussion each
time.
 Each member present would be given the opportunity to
comment on the book.
 Three books were chosen for the first three meetings. These
were:
o A Fine Balance, by Rohinton Mistry.
o The Help, by Kathryn Stockett.
o Daughters-in-Law, by Joanne Trollope.
 Pam Huggett agreed to introduce and lead the discussion on
A Fine Balance at the first meeting. This would take place on
Tuesday 17th April at Jean Carter’s house.
 It was thought that the easiest way to obtain books would be
by individual or group ordering from the library. (The fee for
this is 25p per item.)
If anyone else reading this wishes to join our group, do please
contact Jerry Buttery (contact details on page 28).

Jerry Buttery
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My Great Grandfather the Dutch captain:
Findings by one of the Family History Group members
This is what my mother told my siblings and
me. He was not only a captain of his own
fishing boat but came over to England on his
honeymoon and stayed here (with my great
grandmother of course), opening a shop or
stall in Billingsgate Fishmarket in London.
Family History
That was her grandfather on her mother’s
side. Her father’s side came over from France with the
Huguenots. I was therefore greatly interested in finding out about
my ancestors.
Unfortunately these truths from my mother proved to be myths
and legends. I did find that my great grandfather worked in
Billingsgate.
Applying for a marriage certificate of my
grandparents, I found the occupation of her mother’s father listed.
However the writing on the certificate was to me nearly illegible
so I called on my friend, who had been a teacher and lecturer for
many years, to decipher it. Of course after years of making some
kind of sense from the scrawls of so many students the
document was easy for him to fathom. My great grandfather was
in fact a Fellowship Porter. This meant, so I discovered when I
looked it up, that he was more or less a bonded porter who held
a licence showing that he could be trusted to carry valuable
merchandise around the city.
That was one myth. I thought the ancestry story on my mother’s
father’s side must be true as the family could not be that wrong.
WRONG again. The story was that they came over with the
Huguenots and settled in the West Country. It appears that
some surnames were derived from where you were born, and
travelling around as a jobber you were known as John from
Pugsley, Pugsley being a village in Devon, therefore your name
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became John Pugsley (the village was lost possibly during the
plague).
So that was another myth, but finding out about one’s ancestors
can be very rewarding for now I do know that my family names
on my mother’s side were around well before the 7 th century. I
was always under the impression that by my ancestry I was at
best a mongrel; to find that I can claim to be very English is quite
satisfying.
I haven’t finished tracing my forebears even as far back as the
late 17th century but it is for me a fascinating and continuing
journey.

John Evans
Gardening Group Programme
24th April 2 - 4pm
Welton Village Hall. A talk by Alan Sankey on
Sissinghurst Garden, More than a White
Garden. Slide presentation.

Gardening

22nd May2 - 4pm
Our first outside visit for the Summer when we
will meet at Potterton’s Nursery at Nettleton.

Natural History Walks 2012
Thursdays at 2pm - All U3A members welcome

April 12
Chambers Wood (near.Bardney). Meet in
furthest Car park
Natural History
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May 17
Old Wood Skellingthorpe. Meet at road junction
June 7
Whisby Nature Reserve. Meet At Centre
June21
Saltfleetby N.N.R. Meet in Seaview car park (? Picnic)
July12
Greetwell Hollow. Meet at entrance in Carlton Blvd

Peter Chapman
Email pchapman@dsl.pipex.com

Photo Group
I plan for the Photography Group to get
out and be taking photographs during the
next few months. We help each other
with composition and suggestions for
camera settings etc during such trips. In
March we went to Louth, and in April,
May, June and July similar visits are
Photograph
being planned. Subject to getting the
necessary permissions and organisation
in place our trips will include Hartsholme Lakes, Riseholme
Campus and interior aspects of Lincoln Cathedral. Wherever
possible we end our visits in a cafe where we can enjoy
refreshments whilst reviewing some of the images created during
the visit.

Jim Smith
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Theatre Group.
Theatre
The next Theatre visit
is on:
Saturday AUGUST 11.
Matinee performance
Buxton Opera House
Gilbert & Sullivan “HMS Pinafore”
Cost Per Person Inclusive: £32.00.
Pick up: Welton.8.15am. Waitrose. 8.30am.

Theatre

Reservations Will Be On Sale At April Meeting.

Shirley Droy

Visits Group
Visit to Staythorpe C Power Station
A party of fifteen U3A members participated
in the visit to Staythorpe ‘C’ Power Station
and were looked after by Neil and Steve on
behalf of RWE, on a very cold but sunny
December morning. After a welcome and
Visits Group
introduction to the history and design of the
plant and site, members were kitted out in the necessary PPE
and separated into two groups for the tour.
Staythorpe ‘A’ and ‘B’ Stations, coal fired 360MW plants, had
been pulled down in the early 1990’s and following a false start at
the beginning of the new millennium, construction of the
replacement power station, part of the ‘dash for gas’ policy, had
begun in 2007. The new plant comprises 4 No. Closed Circuit
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gas turbine generators rated at 1650 MW in total. ‘Closed Circuit’
means that the waste heat from the gas burning is recycled into
reheating the water which feeds the secondary steam turbines –
leading to an overall thermal efficiency of 58%, said to be ‘as
good as it gets’.

Staythorpe Power Station

This type of generating plant is very flexible and can be operating
at maximum output in about four hours from a ‘cold start’, the gas
turbines being described as ‘overgrown jet aircraft engines’. The
bill for gas consumption with all 4 generators running was said to
be in the region of £1.5 million per day!
U3A members were very impressed with the spotless power
station, which only opened in 2010 and is operated by npower,
part of the German RWE group. The spacious and very relaxed
control room, with banks of computer monitors, was particularly
fascinating. The visit concluded with questions in the training
room where the power station manager briefly joined the party
after the visit, which had taken nearer three hours than the
planned two.

Clive Budge
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Visit to Lincoln University School of Engineering
On Friday 6th January the Industrial Awareness Group, 25 strong,
visited the new facilities of the School of Engineering at the
University of Lincoln. Courses commenced only two years ago,
in mechanical engineering; electrical engineering will be added
shortly. Numbers are small – I think the figure was 65 students
of engineering out of a total student population at the university
of 18,000 – but will grow rapidly. In the impressive new Hub
building, we were shown rooms and equipment covering lasers,
electrical technology, metrology, applied thermodynamics and
fluid flow, and computer aided design. On the ground floor is a
large installation of real gas turbines, for training purposes. Two
lecturers, David Waugh and Mike Riley, were our guides and
they were most entertaining and informative, our thanks to them.
The
School
operates
in
partnership and time share with
Siemens Ltd, who can use the
facilities for apprentice and
customer training. The university
provides the degree courses for
the applicants who have been
selected by Siemens for their
Siemens Gas Turbines installed
aided graduate apprenticeship
for training purpose
scheme, and one of our guide
lecturers is the Siemens Associate.
The many engineers among our number were very pleased - and
a little surprised - to hear that students were taught conventional
engineering drawing, and received training in machine tools (this
at Lincoln College). It isn’t all computers! Members commented
that it was so good to see such a lively new project, interacting
with the City and a major employer. The guides said they had
had more interest and questions from us than from any other
group. All in all an excellent visit.

John Dunn
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Visit to E. H. Thorne Ltd.
Our visit to Thorne's beekeeping proved to be very interesting,
not only the practical manufacturing processes but from a social
history point of view as well. It was a fascinating story of good
luck, being in the right place at the right time, but also of being
wise enough to grasp the opportunities that were being offered.

U3A Members at E H Thorne Ltd
manufacturers of Bee Keeping Equipment

Only twelve members arrived for the tour on Friday 2nd March so
we were shown round as a single group by Paul Smith, the
owner of the firm. He explained that E. H. Thorne had started life
as a small local building firm in 1913 but over the years the side
line of making the occasional beehive had grown into a global
business. This evolution into a worldwide producer of beehives
had put severe pressure on the business and at the start of the
twenty-first century, with a workforce of fifty; they were wedged
into a one acre site in Wragby, bordered by two main roads and a
23

school, with no possibility of expansion.
Their search for a bigger site within Wragby proved impossible
and they were starting to consider whether they should reduce
the range of products they had on offer or just give up and close
down. Then in 2008 the building trade started to struggle and
UCS, a local firm with a thirty-two acre site just two miles outside
Wragby, went bankrupt. As Paul said, there are not many people
who would want to buy an office block in the middle of rural
Lincolnshire and he was able to buy the whole site from the
receiver at a bargain price.
And so it was that in May 2010 the business moved two miles to
Rand and in doing so acquired an office block with high
specification: fittings; climate control, daylight sensitive lighting; a
seventy seater restaurant with industrial equipment, beautiful
landscaped grounds and more space than they could ever have
been dreamed of.
Since the move the workforce has doubled. They have 35,000
customers in the UK alone and have invested heavily to meet this
growing demand. As you can imagine, it was with great pride
that Paul showed us round the premises, introducing us to some
of his employees and showing us the various manufacturing
processes.
It was a fascinating insight into a small business that had grown
into a worldwide success story and one we all enjoyed, especially
when we were able to conclude the visit with a delicious lunch in
the restaurant.
We thanked Paul for giving up his time to take us round, wished
him well for the future and hoped they would all enjoy their
centenary celebrations next year.

Prue Chadderton
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Programme for U3A visits Group 2012.
Tuesday 24th April at 7pm
Visit to BBC Lincolnshire local radio station. BBC Lincolnshire,
which I believe was formerly known as Radio Lincs, has studios
at the south end of Newport, Lincoln. The visit will last about two
hours. There is a maximum number of 15 people for this trip.
This visit is fully booked. We plan to organise another visit later
in the year.
Monday 11th June
Coach trip to Beverley and Burton Agnes Hall.
Margaret
Campion organising. Depart Welton 8.15am. Stop at Beverley in
morning then on to Burton Agnes Hall. Regret all places taken.
Wed 8th August
Kelham Hall, Kelham, near Newark. An evening visit to Kelham
Hall, the home of Newark & Sherwood District Council. The hall
is an elegant building designed by Sir Gilbert Scott, famous for
designing the Albert Memorial and St Pancras hotel in London.
We will be joined by members of our Architecture and
Photography groups. We can only take 30 people so you will
need to get your name on the list quickly. The cost will be £2.50
for the tour and refreshments will be available after the tour. Sign
up at the April general meeting.
Tuesday 11th September
Coach trip to Bletchley Park. Organised by Mike & Marlene
Curtis.. Bletchley Park, once Britain’s best kept secret is now a
Heritage Site and Museum. The war-time base for the code
breakers who cracked the German Enigma machine, and site of
the world’s first computer. The cost will be £34, which includes
cost of the coach, morning and afternoon guided tours, coffee on
arrival and a hot lunch. Wheelchairs are available and provided
free. Signing-up forms available from April.
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Equipment for use in Group activities
Some of you may be aware that we have a range of equipment
for use in Group activities; here is a reminder of what we have
and its suggested uses.

Group Equipment
8 x Toshiba laptops with Microsoft Office Professional 2007 and
Adobe Photoshop
Elements 7 – To provide training & instruction on applications
i.e. word processing, spread sheets, publishing, slide
presentations and photo enhancing etc within your group. They
will also run CD/DVD’s for presentations in conjunction with the
projector or LCD screen.
1 x Optoma projector – For operation with any of the laptops to
provide a bright large picture for group viewing, with or without a
screen.
1 x Projector screen – For use with the projector.
1 x Asus ML239H LCD 23” computer monitor - For operation
with any of the laptops to provide a bright image for a smaller
group.
1 x USB slide & film copier – Copy old slides plus colour & B/W
film onto the laptop for presentations etc.
1 x USB memory card reader/writer – Use your camera
memory card to put pictures on to a laptop for slide
presentations, enhancing etc.
1 x Aiptek A4 Drawing tablet – Drawings can be made onto the
laptop for slide show presentations, posters etc.
4 x 2m 4way surge protected extension sockets – Must be
used with the above.
1 x 8m 4way extension cable – For use with the above.

Hall Equipment
1 x Fujitsu laptop with Microsoft Office Professional 2007 – For
slide show presentations etc.
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1 x Optoma projector – For operation with the laptop to provide
a bright large picture for large group viewing, with or without a
screen.
1 x Integrated PA system with three wireless microphones and
two speakers. Giving excellent clarity in all situations.
1 x Portable projector screen – Large screen which can be
used in any part of the Hall or in one of the separate rooms.
There is also a fixed side screen in the main hall for smaller
meeting presentations.
The group equipment is for use in any meeting place of your
choice but the hall equipment is for sole use within the hall and
the adjoining rooms and is only accessible when the main hall is
not in use. Should a member/speaker use 35mm slides and wish
to convert them to use on a laptop/projector they can have
access to the fast film slide copier.
If anyone would like to discuss the use of the equipment in their
group, please call in the first instance the equipment officer Alan
Campion on 01522 522679 or myself on 01522 754091

Mike Kirkby
Treasurer

The Walking Group at Hemswell
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Group Convenors and Contact Details
Architecture

Margaret Campion
margaret.campion@btinternet.com

Art Appreciation

Margaret Campion
margaret.campion@btinternet.com

Art and Craft

Norman Clarke
nclarke828@btinternet.com

Aspects of History

Bob Wise
thewises@hotmail.co.uk

Bird Watching

Robin Gulliver
robin.g@talktalk.net

Book Group 1

David Jones
stanthaket2@yahoo.co.uk

Book Group 2

Dawn Bowskill
colinrb_41@yahoo.co.uk

Book Group 3

Jerry Buttery
js.buttery@ntlworld.com

Bridge

Nadine McKee
lenandnadine@tiscali.co.uk

Circle Dancing
Coffee Morning

Cynthia Watson
Pamela Huggett
pamelahuggett@btinternet.com

Computers for All

Mike Kirkby
mike-helen@sudbrooke.eclipse.co.uk

Discussion

Michael Whalley
m.whalley1@ntlworld.com
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Group Convenors and Contact Details
Enjoying Classical
Music
Family History

David Jones
stanthaket2@yahoo.co.uk
Elizabeth Walker
pmw@avoncroft.freeserve.co.uk

Gardening

Pauline Haley
j.p.haley@btinernet.com

Music For Us

Hugh Taylor
hughandursie@hotmail.co.uk

Photography

Jim Smith
jimdnsmith@hotmail.co.uk

Play Reading

Margaret Howard
howardoldhall@tiscali.co.uk

Poetry Group

Marion Plenderleith
wee.scotty@tiscali.co.uk

Singing For Fun

Mick Davis
michael.davis16@mypostoffice.co.uk
Jo Smith

Theatre Group

joansmith10@aol.com
Shirley Droy
shirleydroy@sky.com

Visits Group

Alan Campion
campion133@btinternet.com

Walks: 5-6 Miles

Joy Babington
joy@babington.me.uk

Equipment Loans

Alan Campion
campion133@btinternet.com
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Membership News
We have 15 new members since the October Newsletter – we
welcome Ann and Jim Baker, Anne Birkett, Rosemary and Jerry
Buttery, Jean and Hugh Carter, Peter Clark, Bernard Hoult, Linda
Mengella, Brian Penny, Denise Smith, Marjorie Smith, Alan
Peterson and John Wright.
Our membership total as at March is 260 with 6 members not
renewing and 36 members have not returned their membership
forms. Members who have not renewed will be presumed to
have resigned.

Alan Turner

Wanted!
Volunteer Car Drivers
Occasionally the Committee is asked for help in getting
members to the Monthly General Meetings. It does not
happen often, but at present we have no list of car-owners to
whom we can refer the request. If you have transport and
would be willing to offer your services on an occasional basis
please contact Margaret Campion, who will keep a list of such
volunteers.

Once the list is established, anyone needing transport should
contact Margaret to arrange a lift.
Please note this does not involve any long term
commitment – it is just occasional or emergency help.

Margaret Campion
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TIMETABLE OF INTEREST GROUPS
Mon

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

9.45am
5/6 mile walk

10am
Computers for
All

9.45am
5/6 mile walk

2pm
Poetry for
Pleasure

2pm
Art
Appreciation

10am
Family History

Week 4

2pm
Play
Reading
Enjoying
Classical
Music

Tue

Wed

Thu

10am
Art + Craft

1.30pm
Bridge

10am
General
Meeting in
Welton
Village Hall

10am
Circle
Dancing
2pm
Book Group 2
Bookworms
1.30pm
Bridge

2pm
Book Group 1

2pm
Gardening

1.30pm
Bridge

1.30pm
Bridge

2.30pm
Music for Us

2pm
Discussion
Group
10am
Photography

10am
Architecture
10.15am
Coffee Morning

2pm
Aspects of
History

Fri
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2pm
Singing for Fun

Some U3A Activities

Architecture Group at the Central Methodist Church

Members at EH Thorne Ltd (Beehive Manufacturers)
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